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With the 2010s declared the Decade of Vaccines, and Millennium Development Goals 4 and 5 focused on reducing diseases that are potentially
vaccine preventable, now is an exciting time for vaccines against poverty, that is, vaccines against diseases that disproportionately affect low-
and middle-income countries (LMICs).The Global Burden of Disease Study 2010 has helped better understand which vaccines are most needed.
In 2012, US$1.3 billion was spent on research and development for new vaccines for neglected infectious diseases. However, the majority of
this went to three diseases: HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculosis, and not neglected diseases. Much of it went to basic research rather than
development, with an ongoing decline in funding for product development partnerships. Further investment in vaccines against diarrheal
diseases, hepatitis C, and group A Streptococcus could lead to a major health impact in LMICs, along with vaccines to prevent sepsis,
particularly among mothers and neonates. The Advanced Market Commitment strategy of the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation
(GAVI) Alliance is helping to implement vaccines against rotavirus and pneumococcus in LMICs, and the roll out of the MenAfriVac meningo-
coccal A vaccine in the African Meningitis Belt represents a paradigm shift in vaccines against poverty: the development of a vaccine primarily
targeted at LMICs. Global health vaccine institutes and increasing capacity of vaccine manufacturers in emerging economies are helping drive
forward new vaccines for LMICs. Above all, partnership is needed between those developing and manufacturing LMIC vaccines and the
scientists, health care professionals, and policy makers in LMICs where such vaccines will be implemented.

Vaccination has made a greater impact on
global health to date than any other medical
intervention (1). As well as alleviating death
and suffering, the widespread implementa-
tion of vaccines results in improved eco-
nomic development (2). Much of the global
benefit from vaccination has come through
the delivery of vaccines to infants in low- and
middle-income countries (LMICs) through
the Expanded Programme on Immuniza-
tion (EPI), which was introduced in 1974.
The EPI has been key for the delivery of
vaccines against diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis,
measles, poliomyelitis, and tuberculosis to
more than 80% of the world’s children (3)
and is being used to roll out vaccines against
Haemophilus influenzae b (Hib), rotavirus,
and pneumococcus. The success of the EPI
in LMICs has been underpinned by support
from the Global Alliance for Vaccines and
Immunisation (GAVI) Alliance, which was
established in 2000 as a public-private part-
nership with a mission to improve global
health through increased access to vaccines
in low-income countries (4). Vaccination
has stayed at the forefront of global health
policy in the new millennium with United
Nations Millennium development goals
(MDG) 4 and 5, to reduce childhood mortal-
ity and improve maternal health (5), very
much focused on infectious diseases. With
considerable support of the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation (BMGF), the 2010s were
declared the Decade of Vaccines, with new
funding pledged for vaccine research and de-
velopment and for the delivery of vaccines to

LIMCs at the 64thWorld Health Assembly in
2011 (6) and the endorsement of the Global
Vaccine Action Plan (GVAP) (7) at the 65th
World Health Assembly in 2012.

Need
Many potentially vaccine-preventable dis-
eases in LMICs are being inadequately dealt
with because of suboptimal use of existing
vaccines. Many other such diseases still have
no vaccine, or the vaccines available to pro-
tect against them are far from ideal and im-
proved vaccines are required. To better
understand which vaccines are most needed
and would have the greatest health impact,
studies of comprehensive global disease data
are invaluable, although inevitably imperfect.
Ideally, such studies use the multicause
model, which ensures that all causes of death
and disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) fit
the total number of deaths and DALYs
objectively. The Global Burden of Disease,
Injuries and Risk Factors Study 2010 (GBD
2010) (8) is the most comprehensive available
analysis of causes of death, years of life lost
(YLL) from premature mortality, and years
lived with disability (YLD). Despite the suc-
cess of vaccines to date, GBD 2010 confirms
that there is much potential for further im-
pact from vaccines. Global burden of disease
can be assessed either in terms of mortality
(9) or DALYs, which are the sum of years of
life lost from premature mortality (YLL) and
years lived with disability (YLD) (10). The
problem with mortality data is that it is an
inevitable fact of life that we will all die from

something at some point. With a global aging
population, global life expectancy now
around 70 y (67. 5 y in men and 73.3 y in
women), and 43% of deaths in 2010 occur-
ring in >70 y olds (11), ischemic heart disease
and stroke have become the first and third
most common causes of global YLL.
Although this reflects an overall global

trend toward increasing mortality from
noncommunicable diseases (NCDs), in-
fectious diseases still account for around half
of deaths and DALYs in LMICs. In the four
poorest regions of the world, all in sub-
Saharan Africa, life expectancy is considerably
less than 70 y, and the four most common
causes of YLL and DALYs are HIV/AIDS,
malaria, lower respiratory tract infections
(LRTIs), and diarrhea. There is around a 15-
fold increased risk of dying from infectious
diseases in LMICs compared with high-
income countries (HICs), whereas the risk
for NCDs is the same. Children less than 5 y
of age bear a disproportionate burden of in-
fectious diseases measured both by mortality
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and DALYs, and children in LMICs are at
even higher risk, with ∼34-fold higher death
rate than children in HICs. Children less than
5 y of age are at much greater risk of dying
from infectious diseases that the total pop-
ulation, even taking into account that
many older people with HIV die from in-
fectious diseases. In Fig. 1A, we plotted
DALYs for LMICs attributable to vaccine-
preventable diseases from GBD 2010 by
removing data from regions of HICs: all
of Europe, high-income North America,
Australasia, and high-income Asia Pacific.
For each disease, we indicated the total
number of DALYs and estimated those for
which no licensed vaccine is currently avail-
able, which equates to 68% of total DALYs.
The equivalent plot for mortality is re-
markably similar (Fig. 1B), and plots re-
stricted to children less than 5 y of age have
a much greater proportion of DALYs and
deaths due to malaria (Fig. 1 C and D). GBD
2010 includes data on NCDs that can be
directly attributed to an infectious cause: liver
cirrhosis and carcinoma secondary to hepa-
titis B and C, and peptic ulcer disease and
cervical carcinoma, which are largely caused
by Helicobacter pylori and human papilloma
virus (HPV), respectively.
It is little surprise that for LMICs, the

diseases most in need of a vaccine are HIV
and malaria. Tuberculosis could be added to
these in view of the lack of efficacy of bacillus

Calmette–Guérin against pulmonary disease.
A main target of the sixth strategic objective
of the GVAP, relating to research and de-
velopment, is proof of concept for a vaccine
with greater or equal to 75% efficacy for
HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, or malaria (7). Al-
though the design and development of new
vaccines against these three diseases are far
from straightforward, large amounts of effort
and finances are being invested, with good
cooperation between public and private
partners coordinated, in part, by the Pro-
gram for Appropriate Technology in Health
(PATH) Malaria Vaccine Initiative (MVI)
(12), Global HIV Vaccine Enterprise (13),
and Aeras tuberculosis initiative (14). The
most advanced vaccine against malaria, the
sporozoite antigen-based RTS,S/AS01 vac-
cine, developed by GlaxoSmithKline with
support from MVI and funding from BMGF,
gave 59% efficacy in a phase 3 multicenter
clinical trial in Africa (15). Progress has been
slower toward a vaccine against HIV. Nev-
ertheless, the RV41S study, priming with
canarypox vector and boosting with gly-
coprotein 120 (gp120), gave 31% efficacy
against infection with HIV (16), providing
some hope and indicating the potential
importance of broadly neutralizing anti-
bodies against gp120 (17). Unfortunately,
in addition to the lack of protection against
pulmonary tuberculosis, bacillus Calmette–
Guérin provides limited protection in LMICs

compared with HICs. Tuberculosis is a par-
ticular problem in LMICs, especially in sub-
Saharan Africa, due to its strong association
with HIV/AIDS. New vaccine efforts have
focused on improving bacillus Calmette–
Guérin and the immune response that it
induces (18).
Following HIV, malaria, and tuberculosis

come four disease groups with similar dis-
ease burdens not currently preventable by
vaccines: LRTI, diarrhea, sepsis, and the
neglected tropical diseases (NTDs). The
problem with all of these four groups is that
none is caused by a single etiological agent.
GBD 2010 gives a breakdown of the LRTI,
diarrhea, and NTD clusters according to in-
dividual disease entities, although sepsis is
only subdivided into neonatal and maternal
sepsis. Vaccines are available against three of
the four principal etiologies of LRTI: pneu-
mococcus, Hib, and influenza, with no vac-
cine currently against respiratory syncytial
virus. Improved implementation in LMICs,
particularly of pneumococcal and Hib vac-
cines, should result in a marked fall in the
LRTI, as well as the meningitis disease bur-
den. The diarrheal burden is shared by
a larger group of infectious diseases for which
only two, rotavirus and cholera, currently
have vaccines, with only rotavirus vaccines
being widely implemented in LMICs. This
leaves diarrhea caused by Cryptosporidium,
Campylobacter, enteropathogenic and en-
terotoxin Escherichia coli (EPEC and ETEC),
Shigella, and nontyphoidal Salmonella, which
together are responsible for a much larger
number of DALYs than those that can be
prevented by available diarrhea vaccines.
The NTDs are a group of 17 infections

common in impoverished communities that
have risen in prominence over recent years
largely through the efforts of a group of
advocates (19). They comprise 11 parasitic, 4
bacterial, and 2 viral diseases. In 2012, the
World Health Organization (WHO) pub-
lished a roadmap for the control of these
diseases (20), which was endorsed in the
same year by partners and stakeholders in the
London Declaration on Neglected Tropical
Diseases (21). By implementing a number of
public health strategies, including preventive
chemotherapy, good progress has been made
toward the goals of eradication of dracun-
culiasis by 2015 and yaws (endemic trepo-
nematoses) by 2020, with elimination (inter-
ruption of transmission) of blinding trachoma,
leprosy, human African typanosomiasis, and
lymphatic filariasis in the same year (22).
Hence, the need for new vaccines in this
group of diseases may not be as great as for
other diseases of LMICs. For one of the NTDs,
rabies, a vaccines is already available, whereas

Fig. 1. Global burden of disease from infectious causes. (A) DALYs and (B) deaths for all ages and (C ) DALYs and (D)
deaths in children aged less than 5 y in LMICs in 2010. Green bars indicate total DALYs and deaths for each disease/
disease group. Red bars indicate DALYs and deaths for which no vaccine is available. Data are from GBD 2010 (8).
LMIC data were derived by subtracting data from regions of HICs from GBD 2010 data: all of Europe, high-income
North America, Australasia, and high-income Asia Pacific. Sepsis, maternal and neonatal sepsis; Childhood, tetanus,
diphtheria, whooping cough, and varicella; Enteric, typhoid and paratyphoid fevers; RHD, rheumatic heart disease.
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for most of the others, vaccines would be far
from straightforward to develop.
Given the number of DALYs attributed to

maternal and neonatal sepsis, a breakdown
by etiology, as for LRTI and diarrhea, would
be very helpful in establishing the need for
new vaccines. Group B streptococcal disease
would be prominent in such a list. The re-
striction of sepsis in GBD 2010 to mothers
and neonates indicates one of the gaps in this
report. It has been known for at least 10 y
that bacteremia (bacterial infection of the
blood), which often manifests as sepsis, is
responsible for a large infectious disease
burden in LMICs (23). For South Asia,
Salmonella enterica Typhi (S. Typhi) is the
most common cause of bacteremia (24), and
in Africa, this is pneumococcus and invasive
nontyphoidal Salmonella (iNTS) (25). Al-
though typhoid comes under the category of
enteric fever in GBD 2010 and bacteremia
with pneumococcus will often present as
pneumonia, the most common presentation
of iNTS disease is with fever alone (26). The
lack of inclusion of iNTS disease in GBD
2010 obscures its significance as a major
cause of morbidity and mortality in LMICs,
contributing to the need for a vaccine
being overlooked by global health policy
makers (26).
Of the remaining LMIC disease burden,

there are a number of single etiological agents
for which no vaccine is available, where
a vaccine could make a major impact on
DALYs. Although there is a vaccine against
hepatitis B, none is available against hepatitis
C. With the sequelae of cirrhosis and carci-
noma and problems with coinfection with
HIV, a vaccine against hepatitis C would be
particularly valuable for LMICs. Similarly, an
effective vaccine against group A Streptococcus,
the etiological agent of rheumatic fever that
causes rheumatic heart disease, could result
in a major reduction of disease burden in
LMICs and among the aboriginal pop-
ulations in some HICs such as Australia and
New Zealand. A vaccine against Helicobacter
pylori could dramatically reduce the burden
caused by peptic ulcer disease. For enteric
fever, two vaccines have been available for
many years against S. Typhi, but both (Vi
capsular polysaccharide and Ty21a live at-
tenuated vaccines) have limited efficacy and
are not licensed or effective in young children
(27). New vaccines are currently in de-
velopment and becoming available, in par-
ticular Vi glycoconjugate vaccines (27, 28),
that can be given to young children, but
vaccines are also needed for S. Paratyphi A,
the other main cause of enteric fever. Among
the grouping of sexual transmitted diseases,

syphilis has by far the highest disease burden
but can be effectively treated with antibiotics.

Challenge
A major challenge to developing new vac-
cines for LMICs is the economic one. With-
out the commercial incentive present for HIC
vaccines, there is limited attraction for the
vaccine industry to spend the large sums of
money [estimated in 2003 at US$802 million
for each new licensed vaccine (29)] and time
(a minimum of 10 y) to develop vaccines
where it will be challenging to recoup the
investment. The time required for vaccine
development is not helped by what is often
a slow pathway to regulatory approval (30).
The cost of developing a vaccine is com-
pounded by the need to maintain minimal
pricing on any LMIC vaccine.
The case is different for diseases where

there is a HIC and LMIC market, such as
HIV, Hib, and pneumococcus, but timely
implementation of such vaccines in LMICs
has been a challenge. Tragically, much of the
DALYs for LMICs is caused by diseases for
which vaccines are available, yet have not yet
been implemented globally. This is well rec-
ognized by the GVAP, which has equitable
extension of vaccine coverage to all people as
its third strategic objective (7). The reasons
for poor vaccine coverage in LMICs include
cost, lack of appreciation of the relevant
burden of disease, reduced effectiveness in
LMICs, and differences in strain coverage
between HICs and LMICs. Reduced effec-
tiveness of HIC vaccines in phase 3 clinical
trials in LMICs can occur for several reasons
including differences in strain coverage of the
vaccine in HICs and LMICs, a problem for
the 7-valent pneumococcal conjugate vaccine
in Africa (31). Reduced effectiveness of live
oral vaccines, including those against polio-
myelitis, rotavirus, and cholera, could be
caused by malnutrition, maternal antibodies,
host genetic factors, and chronic environ-
mental enteropathy (32). Hence, a one-size-
fits-all policy toward vaccine development for
HICs and LMICs is not necessarily the most
effective strategy. Vaccine development for
LMICs needs to be timely. For every extra
year that a new vaccine takes to reach li-
censure in HICs, tens to hundreds of deaths
may occur that could otherwise be averted,
whereas for a LMIC vaccine, this could be
thousands to tens of thousands. Once a new
vaccine for LMICs has been developed and
licensed, it needs to be used, and therefore,
the presence of a demand for the vaccine
within LMICs is important.
Global investment into research and de-

velopment for new products for neglected
diseases has been tracked for the last 6 y by

the Global Funding of Innovation for Neglec-
ted Diseases (G-FINDER) survey, which is
produced annually by Policy Cures with
support from BMGF (33). A broad definition
of “neglected diseases” is used to encompass
diseases “disproportionately affecting people
in developing countries for which there is
a need for new products (i.e., there is no
existing product or improved or additional
products are needed) and market failure (i.e.,
insufficient commercial market to attract re-
search and development (R&D) by private
industry).” In 2012, US$1.3 billion was in-
vested in new vaccines against neglected
diseases. Most was from the public sector,
predominantly HIC governments, with the
remainder from philanthropic organizations
(mainly BMGF and the Wellcome Trust) and
the private sector, mostly multinational vac-
cine companies.
Most neglected disease vaccine research

and development (R&D) funding (US$933
million, 71%) went to the three “top tier”
diseases, HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuberculo-
sis, whereas the remaining US$374 mil-
lion was spent primarily on the “second
tier diseases”: dengue, diarrheal disease,
kinetoplastids, bacterial pneumonia and
meningitis, helminths, and Salmonella
infections. This left less than 1% (around
US$10 million) of spending for all other
neglected disease (the third tier), including
group A Streptococcus. In relation to how this
funding was spent, the vast majority went to
basic research, with only 12% going to
product development partnerships (PDPs)
in 2012. With the available finances (US$374
million) and cost of developing a vaccine (US
$802 million), at best, one new vaccine could
be developed against a G-FINDER tier 2 or
tier 3 disease every 2 y, whereas the amount
spent on HIV/AIDS, malaria, and tuber-
culosis vaccines could fund the development
of one tier 2 or 3 vaccine every year. This
skewing of R&D funding to the top tier is not
addressed by the GVAP. With the absence of
any other named vaccine in its research and
development objective, other than a vaccine
against a top tier disease or a universal in-
fluenza vaccine (7), the plan is unfortunately
likely to support the status quo with regard to
the distribution of R&D funding.
The second biggest challenge is prioritizing

which vaccines to work on. This primarily
needs a proper understanding of the burden
of disease each potential vaccine could pre-
vent. Although GBD 2010 provides the
clearest picture to date of which infectious
diseases affecting LMICs require vaccines, the
study should be considered as a general
guide, particularly in relation to data from
LMICs, where hospital infrastructure and
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diagnostic capacity are limited compared
with HICs. Much data concerning cause of
death in the poorest countries, particularly
in sub-Saharan Africa, is recorded through
“verbal autopsy,” which has a high rate of
misclassification (34, 35). The Child Health
Epidemiology Reference Group of the WHO
and UNICEF (CHERG) found that only 2.7%
of deaths in children less than 5 y of age in
2012 were reported using medically certified
vital registration data (36).
For some disease entities, particularly di-

arrhea, the presence of more than one po-
tential pathogen in diagnostic samples can
cause difficulties in attributing burden of
disease. Such scenarios require robust and
ongoing surveillance data, with testing for
multiple pathogens in cases and controls
across multiple sites in LMICs, as was carried
out in the recently published Global Enteric
Multicenter Study (GEMS) (37). With other
disease entities, such as LRTI, the absence of
an obvious etiology is a problem. To address
this, another BMGF-supported study is un-
derway, the Pneumonia Etiology Research for
Child Health (PERCH) project, which will
use a range of diagnostic techniques for
children with severe pneumonia across seven
LMICs (38). This study will also help to as-
sess the impact of implementation of Hib and
pneumococcal vaccines in these countries.
Similar studies are required to address the
etiologies of maternal and neonatal sepsis.
As well as understanding disease burden

targeted by each vaccine, a careful assessment
is required of the probability of success for
a new vaccine. Vaccines that target conserved
antigens on the pathogen and elicit pro-
tection through antibody-mediated mecha-
nisms will be quicker and more cost-effective
to develop than those targeting antigenically
diverse molecules and relying on T-cell ef-
fector mechanisms (39). A high level of an-
tigenic diversity has been a major obstacle for
the development of vaccines against malaria
and HIV/AIDS, along with the belief that
T-cell immunity is required for protection
against these diseases. In contrast, many of the
bacteria responsible for high burdens of dis-
ease in LMICs have conserved antigenic tar-
gets that are amenable to protection through
antibody-mediated mechanisms. Vaccines
have more likelihood of success if they target
acute rather than chronic infections.
Vaccines for LMICs need to be affordable,

as well as safe and effective. Some currently
available HIC vaccines have not been
implemented in LMICs owing to their cost.
For example, two multivalent conjugate vac-
cines are available that could protect against
meningococcal serogroup W (as well as A, C,
and Y), which is currently causing outbreaks

of meningococcal meningitis in the African
Meningitis Belt, but is not used due to cost.
An affordable vaccine needs to have afford-
ability at three levels: it needs to be affordable
to develop, affordable to manufacture, and
affordable to deliver. This approach will favor
the use of relatively simple technologies to
produce vaccines with low cost of goods that
can ideally be delivered as part of the EPI.
Complex multicomponent vaccines are less
attractive for LMIC use. This hurdle can be
partly offset by the use of tier marketing
whereby vaccines are priced much lower in
LMICs than in HICs.

Realization
Despite the challenges above, there is much
to be hopeful about regarding the devel-
opment of vaccines for LMICs. Concern-
ing implementation of existing vaccines,
measles and tetanus were ranked the 12th
and 20th causes of global YLL in 1990. In
GBD 2010, these ranks had fallen to 38th and
52nd (9). As a result, both diseases are on
track to achieve MDG 4 objectives regarding
reduction in childhood mortality. Hib vacci-
nation is now being widely implemented in
LMICs. There was a delay of 10–20 y be-
tween use of this vaccine in HICs and LMICs
(40). More recently, GlaxoSmithKline’s
Rotarix vaccine against rotavirus was released
simultaneously in Latin America and HICs
(41). Part of the issue with timely imple-
mentation of new vaccines into LMICs has
been securing the necessary financing, as
well as understanding their potential public
health benefit. The Advanced Market Com-
mitments strategy of financing vaccines
through the GAVI Alliance (42) is being used
to bring about the timely deployment of new
rotavirus and pneumococcal conjugate vac-
cines in LMICs.
A paradigm shift in the development of

vaccines for LMICs was achieved with the
licensing and rolling out of MenAfriVac, a
monovalent conjugate vaccine against me-
ningococcal serogroup A (43), across the
African Meningitis Belt, beginning in 2010.
Meningococcal group A was the main cause
of both endemic meningitis in the Belt and
the periodic epidemics that would often
paralyze fragile health care services in af-
fected countries. This vaccine was the prod-
uct of the Meningitis Vaccine Project, a
partnership between PATH and WHO with
support from BMGF. The vaccine was de-
veloped solely for use in LMICs with a price
of less than US$1 per dose. The necessary
technology for its production was transferred
to the Serum Institute of India Ltd., the
largest vaccine manufacturer in India, with
the capacity to produce large quantities of

quality low-cost vaccines. Although financing
for LMIC vaccines is less than that available
for vaccines aimed at HICs, which can afford
to pay a higher price, the funding situation
for such vaccines has greatly improved in
the last 20 y, through support from HIC
governments, both directly and indirectly
through the GAVI Alliance, philanthropic
institutions, and industry corporate and
social responsibility initiatives.
Over the same period, the number of

vaccine manufacturers in emerging econo-
mies, such as the Serum Institute of India and
Biological E in India and the Lanzhou In-
stitute in China, has been increasing. These
have the ability to produce high quantities of
low-cost vaccines for LMICs using a low
profit margin business model. The compa-
nies have high levels of industrial expertise
allowing the necessary transfer of technology
to them from vaccine institutes and poten-
tially directly from academia in order to
manufacture new LMIC vaccines. These
manufacturers have formed an international
alliance known as the Developing Countries
Vaccine Manufacturers Network (DCVMN),
which now comprises 37 manufacturers from
14 countries (44). Between them, the manu-
facturers have contributed more than 30
WHO prequalified vaccines for global im-
munization programs, with many other
products in their vaccine pipelines.
In addition, a number of vaccines institutes

have emerged with missions aimed at the
development of vaccines for LMICs (45). The
first was the Sabin Vaccine Institute in
Washington, DC. Founded in 1993, its focus
has been on vaccines against hookworm,
schistosomiasis, and malaria. In 1997, the
International Vaccine Institute was estab-
lished in Seoul, South Korea, with a focus on
infectious diseases in Asia and the de-
velopment of vaccines against Japanese en-
cephalitis, Shigella, cholera, and typhoid
fever. Ten years later, the opening of the
Novartis Vaccines Institute for Global Health
in Siena, Italy, brought a new dimension to
vaccine institutes by having direct access to
a major commercial vaccine manufacturer. In
2013, the institute entered into an agreement
with Biological E, a major Indian manufac-
turer, for the commercial development of
its first two vaccines: a Vi-CRM197 glyco-
conjugate vaccine against S. Typhi (28) and
Vi-CRM197/O:2-CRM197 bivalent vaccine
against enteric fever (caused by S. Typhi and
S. Paratyphi A). Other vaccines are being
developed against shigellosis, iNTS disease,
and meningococcal meningitis. Following this
industry-linked model, partnership between
Merck and the Wellcome Trust led to the
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foundation of the Hilleman Laboratories
in India.
The MenAfriVac meningococcal vaccine

and Vi-CRM197 vaccine represent vaccines
that use conjugation technology to transform
earlier unconjugated polysaccharide vaccines,
which elicit only T-independent antibody
responses, to vaccines that can induce
T-dependent antibody responses. This has
significant advantages in relation to being
immunogenic in infants and inducing mem-
ory responses and enhanced antibody levels
(46). Other relatively simple vaccine tech-
nologies that are suitable for LMIC vaccines
are live attenuated vaccines and bacterial
inactivated vaccines. The latter have tradi-
tionally had problems with reactogenicity,
and this is being overcome by a new low-cost
vaccine strategy known as generalized
modules for membrane antigens (GMMA).
GMMA take advantage of the potential to
up-regulate the release of outer membrane
blebs from Gram-negative bacteria, such as
Shigella, Salmonella, and meningococcus, by
introducing mutations into proteins that
link the inner and outer membranes (47,
48). Finally, the application of new adju-
vants, such as MF59, AS01, and toll-like
receptor (TLR) agonists, to LMIC vaccines,
has the potential to make such vaccines
more immunogenic and more affordable by
dose-sparing and reducing the number of
doses required to induce long-lived pro-
tective immunity. The onus will constantly
be on those seeking to develop LMIC vac-
cines to find innovative ways to produce
effective and affordable vaccines in a timely
manner with the resources available.
Improved surveillance of the disease tar-

gets for new LMIC vaccines is key to both
the development of vaccines with appropriate
strain coverage and monitoring their effec-
tiveness after implementation. The Wellcome
Trust-supported MenAfriCar study has moni-
tored the effect on meningococcal carriage
and changes in patterns of disease around
the implementation of the MenAfriVac me-
ningococcal A vaccine and has been key to
following its success in reducing meningo-
coccal A disease and also for monitoring
meningitis caused by other meningococcal
serogroups, particularlyW and X. The BMGF-
supported Typhoid Surveillance in Africa
Program (TSAP) has been valuable for
identifying the burden of disease caused by
Salmonella in Africa, including disease caused
by nontyphoidal serovars of S. enterica, as
well as the emergence of typhoid fever caused
by S. Typhi. Such surveillance programs have
the added advantage of collecting disease-
causing isolates from LMICs. Analysis of the
genotypes of these isolates, through the use of

high-throughput whole genome sequencing,
can help ensure that new vaccines are de-
signed with appropriate disease coverage (45).
A theme throughout this Perspective is the

need for partnership so that new vaccines for
LMICs become a reality and effectively re-
duce the burden of disease in these countries
(Fig. 2). The most important partnership is
between those seeking to develop new vac-
cines and the countries that the vaccines are
being developed for. The burden of disease
that could be prevented by a new vaccine
needs to be clearly established, and the public
health benefit of such a vaccine needs to be
recognized by the affected LMICs, so that
a clear need for the vaccine is established and
recognized. This involves interaction with
scientists, health care professionals, and pol-
icy makers in LMICs, and needs to begin
early in the vaccine development process.
Partnership and interaction with scientists
and health care professionals who work

on the disease first hand are important
for understanding the clinical presentation
and groups affected, qualities of the pathogen
responsible for the disease, and mechanisms
of protective immunity that the vaccine
needs to elicit. Increasingly, such vaccines
will be manufactured by companies in
LMICs, and therefore, partnership at the
industrial level is also important. Finally,
partnership between academia, vaccine insti-
tutes, and industry in the developed world is
also important for accelerating the devel-
opment of these vaccines and optimizing the
limited resources available for this truly
globally significant work.
In conclusion, current spending on R&D

for new vaccines for LMICs, other than HIV,
malaria, and tuberculosis, could support the
development of one new vaccine every 2 y.
Therefore, the decision concerning which
vaccines to work on is critical and needs to
consider burden of disease, probability of

High-income/high-income
country partnerships

healthcare need
epidemiology
host-pathogen mechanisms
pathogen isolates
health policy

High-income/low-income
country partnerships

Low-income/low-income
country partnerships

commercial industry
vaccine institutes
academia
funding organisations
global health policy makers

healthcare workers/public
scientists/academia
field study sites
national health policy makers
industry/emerging manufacturers

technology transfer
funding support
vaccine product
genome analysis

Fig. 2. Global partnerships in development of vaccines for LMICs. Successful development of new vaccines for
LMICs will rely on partnerships between HICs and LMICs and among both HICs and LMICs. These partnerships need to
involve industry, academia, health care professionals and health policy makers in both groups of countries.
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success of each vaccine, and economic issues,
including cost of development and pro-
duction. The potential to develop new
LMIC vaccines has been enhanced by re-
search leading to improved understanding
of the pathogens and mechanisms of pro-
tection against the diseases they cause in

LMICs, the establishment of vaccine insti-
tutes that have the technical understanding
to move vaccine ideas through to clinical
proofs of concept, and increasing numbers
of manufacturers, particularly in the
DCVMN, that can produce large quantities
of high quality vaccines for the global market

at low cost. The full realization of this po-
tential requires partnership and cooperation,
combined with an increase in funding for
LMIC vaccines and/or more effective ways of
developing these vaccines, including an im-
provement in the efficiency of the regulatory
approval process.
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